Social Platforms
Brands
Samsung - doesn't
think they are
making products to
make us happy

favourite brands Apple

Apple is making
products to make us
happy

follows Apple on
social

Apple - like what they
used to represent purity of design and
intention, honesty

Likes Ted Baker but
not enough to follow
on Instagram

Pains

Joys

would not share on
instagram

stops using social
networks if they start to
shape how he sees
things ex. that'll look
good on Insta

wont follow a
clothing company on
instagram

stopped using Insta
when they got further
away from simplicity added stories etc

Insta is simple - only
one feed

Instagram is different bc
feel like you have to
follow the rules in place
and post images

dislikes that Insta is
now full of memes
and low quality
internet content

Like increase in
Instagram

liked that instagram
is curated by poster

Sharing is
Caring

Platforms
uses instagram

uses facebook

Likes Facebook
because she doesn't
need to post a photo

insta and snap are
for sharing pictures

uses instagram

facebook is more for
news/writing

Uses snapchat

Can share life and
people are more
interested in
Instagram

uses instagram

Like decrease in
Facebook

Still likes Facebook
because she can
write long posts

Only shares content
with friends

Why?

Confusion
"totally confusing"

Not easy to
understand for the
everyday user
(terms)

why would she post
to a challenge?

"layout was
overwhelming"

Uses Photoshop
terminology in app
which is confusing

confused when
entering a challenge

Didn't recognize how
to find an open
challenge

"why am I doing the
challenge"

there's definitely alot
going on - icons, editing,
challenges, new feed,
things on top whatever
they are

"they have so many icons
everywhere to do so many
things and none of it is
obvious what it does. I have to
tap into everything to see
what it does."

first look - "I'm totally
confused by the
app"

Why Effects vs Filters

what is a challenge?

Scrolled down the
voting search hoping
to find a 'Create'
button

Why do challenges?
gets sick of social
networks if they
become a time suck

liked Insta when it
was full of beautiful
carefully edited
pictures

Insta has too many
features now

Likes Facebook and
Instagram

People don't seem
to care so much on
Facebook

Tests her followers on
FB and Instagram to
see which gets more
likes

Errors

will share privately
content from brands he
follows - imessage or
whatsapp

editing a picture is
unclear what
everything does

surprised that fonts
costs money

had a hard time
using the brush to
crop

saved to profile 4
times by accident

Scrolled the
homepage to find a
challenge

ended up just editing
a photo and not
actually entering a
challenge

What is free to edit?

doesn't like posting
anything publicly

Conversation
Usually comments to
ask specifically about
recommendations ex:
protein shake

Likes the idea that she
responded to her and
not just one of
thousands of followers

Interacts with
influencer by
commenting

Likes the personal
connection of
interacting and being
responded to

Inspiration

I don't like standing
on top of a mountain,
yelling into the abyss

Repeat Challenge:

values inspirational
content

likes to follow fitness
brands on instagram

Follows to inspire
her to workout and
work for the
physique

likes to follow them
to see what's new

depends on the
interest level to
participate in
challenge

would maybe post to
challenge if she had
abetter understanding
of what challenges are

would do a
challenge if she likes
the topic

would MAYBE do a
challenge again

wouldn't participate
in another challenge

If I am creating a
portfolio, it would
have more value

my initial feeling was
confused

For insta, follows
lifestyle/fitness
influencers

Personalities
over Brands
Values the first hand
look of content

Follows personalities
and artists instead

values content about
social commentary

Follows social
commentators

Prefers creators
content

Ads = Bad 
Advertisement
interrupted his flow

doesn't like ads on
her feed

would rather not
choose to have ads
in her feed

Didn't like having to
watch a video to
unlock a font

doesn't follow
brands

Attitude towards
following Brands
sees value in
following a brand on
twitter for support

Follows these
brands with email
newsletter

why would I follow even
a company i love like
apple - it's just going to
be a bunch of corporate

doesn't really
interact with them

why would I care to
follow dominoes
pizza on instagram

Doesn't follow any
brands

would follow friends
and maybe
celebrities on FB,
Inasta, Snapchat

likes to follow them
to see new products

FB, Insta, Snapchat would not follow
brands

Likes to follow
personalities/comedians

has shamed brands
on twitter to get
support

Challenges: +

Challenges:

Editing Tools: +

rules were easy
enough to follow

participating in the
challenge was fine

"lots of options
here."

Section for voting
distracted him from
flow

"clear icon for the
challenges"

entering challenge
was easy

The challenge
seemed
straightforward

It's fun but not sure
what the app is for

Clicked on the vote
flow

submitted easily

Pleased with the
submission screen

would definitely
check out challenges
more than the feed

submitted without
adding #

challenge feels more
fun

took group selfie
and chose to edit to
add sticker

found challenges
section quickly by
clicking on TROPHY

wasn't really
interested in
challenges

adjusted text and
placed on photo
easily

selected camera quickly

selected challenge
easily

read
description/instructions
for challenge and
clicked participate
easily

likes idea that
challenge was
specific and
competitive

felt too old to be
using the app

Impressed with the
amount of features

found tool for
stickers quickly

found effects tool
easily

scrolled to find text
tool quickly

chose sticker and
resized and rotated it
easily

Wasn't clear on what
the categories meant

"Where's my
[image]?"

"ALSO SHARE TO" at
top was missed
consistently

